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National corn planting progress was reported at 71% complete, up from 47% last week
and similar to 73% last year and the 70% five-year average. Soybean planting came in
at 32% done, up 18% on the week and 2% behind LY and same as 5YA.
April NOPA soybean crush was reported on Monday at 139.1 million bushels, down
from 153.1 mbu last month and 147.6 mbu last April. Most in trade feel this number
limits crush for year to no greater than 1.90 billion vs USDA estimate of 1.95 billion.
Last Friday corn funds were estimated short 191,976 contracts with CFTC report
showed funds had sold 26,373 more than expected in last week. Bean funds were
called short 50,353 contracts and CFTC report showed them being a buyer of 9,130
contracts than expected.
Informa acreage estimates for 2017/18 released last Friday were corn 89.7 million
acres vs USDA’s 90 million estimate and beans at 89.7 million vs USDA’s 89.5 million.
Brazilian agricultural agency Conab last week increased their 2016/17 soybean production estimate from 110.2 to 113.0 million tonnes, with the harvest nearly complete;
total corn output was pegged at 92.8 MMT, up from 91.5 MMT previously. Total grain
& oilseed production stands at a record 232 MMT for ‘16/17, up over 24% from last
season’s harvest.
The Buenos Aires Exchange increased their 2016/17 Argentine soybean production
estimate by a million tonnes last week, from 56.5 to 57.5 MMT.
The Rosario Grains Exchange raised their 2016/17 Argentine corn production estimate
by 1 MMT this month, to 57.0 MMT—matching the May USDA.
Water levels are beginning to recede on the Mississippi River system, which allows the
barges to move again, although with some restrictions. U.S. bids remain very close to
being competitive with Brazilian offers into China due to farmers holding tight down
there. This leaves the door open to capture contra-seasonal summer demand into China. Watch the currency exchange rate for the Brazilian real. A sharp drop followed by
signs of a bottom could quickly dump a lot of corn/soybeans onto the world market,
whereas a stronger real discourages farmer sales.
China’s CNGOIC is estimating a 9% rise in soybean production in 2017, to 14.3 MMT,
with rapeseed down 2% to 13.7 MMT; corn output is expected to fall 4% to 211.5 MMT
with wheat up slightly to 129.2 MMT. Total Chinese agricultural land reportedly fell by
43,500 hectares (over 100k acres) in 2016. Meanwhile, customs data showed April
soybean imports at a record high for the month at 8.02 MMT, up 13% from a year ago
and +27% vs March; it was the fourth straight month that imports have set a record
monthly high. Cumulative Jan-April imports of 27.5 MMT are up 18% from last year’s
pace. At this pace the minimum size of the program will be 90 mmt.
China sold 2.14 mmt of 2.5 mmt offered at the latest corn auction for an average price
of $5.07/bu. At this price, the government is undercutting imported values by 68 cents/
bu. Quality is surprising good. If the domestic market gets it fill of reserve corn then
could exports be in the works next? Puts another millstone on corn futures if China
adds corn supplies the USDA doesn’t account for in its world tables. An indirect effect
of the corn reserve liquidation is meal demand is slipping pushing crush margins
negative. Overly cheap corn will displace a certain amount of meal in the main
livestock rations.
China’s Ag Ministry pegged 2017 corn acreage at 35.84 million hectares (88.6 million
acres), down 2.5% from last year, in their first official estimate for the new crop; production was seen at 213.2 MMT, down nearly 3% versus last season. Soybean acreage was estimated at 7.9 mln ha (19.5 mln ac), up 10% from 2016, with production
rising 12% YoY to 14.1 MMT. 2017/18 soybean imports are expected to rise over 4%
from last year to 93.16 MMT.
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Technical Comments - July Corn

The market continues its sideways march contained by the 3.80 and 3.60 barriers.
The 100 day moving average acts like a kicker when it’s crossed but it will take a close
outside of the previously mentioned range to generate a trend.

Technical Comments - July Beans

The downtrend continues even though new downside territory hasn’t been claimed in
the last 2 weeks. A close above 9.7925 will be needed to kill the downtrend and a
close above 9.88 will be needed to start an uptrend. Minor support at 9.625 has to be
overcome to generate some new bearish momentum to send values to new lows
below 9.48.

Tech Comments provided by Bevan Everett, Risk Management Consultant and Grains Market
Analyst, INTL FCStone Financial Inc. – FCM Division This material should not be construed as
the solicitation of trading strategies and/or services provided by the FCM Division of INTL
FCStone Financial Inc. noted. The trading of derivatives such as futures and options on futures may not be suitable for all investors. Derivatives trading involves substantial risk of loss,
and you should fully understand those risks prior to trading.

CASH TALK:
2016/17 corn crop – Market
just can’t seem to break out
of the 3.60-3.80 levels on
July futures lately. I still feel
that rallies need to be sold.
Any rally that gets us back to
3.25-3.30 cash should be
grabbed if needing cash.
USDA raised other industrial
use by 25 mln bushels. They
left feed usage the same at
5.425 billion and I look for
another 100 mln bushels cut
in later USDA reports. If you
have grain on farm, I would
look to sell cash on rallies
above 3.80 on July futures.
2017/18 corn crop - I am in
no hurry to sell for next year.
If we get to 4.10-4.20 area on
December CBOT, I would
look to get 20% sold. I am
working on accumulator type
contracts that may allow us to
get some corn sold in that
area.
2016/17 bean crop- Market
jumped higher right after May
report, but settled back by
end of day. Any rally back to
9.25 area cash should be
sold if needing any cash.
Looks like South American
crop is going to be large and
unless weather turns hot and
dry, rallies were be hard to
find. If start to see sales
switched to South America,
we need to be aggressive on
sales.
2017/18 bean crop – I am
starting to feel like we need
to sell 10-15% for fall if cash
is $ 9.25 or above.
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May 10th USDA Supply/Demand Report
Corn- Only change to 2016/17 was other industrial use raised by 25 mbu to make
carryout 2.295 billion. I do feel feed usage is too high by 50-100 mbu, which should be
changed in later S/D reports. The 2017/18 S/D saw carryout drop to 2.11 bil. USDA
used the March acres of 90.2 mil. and April Forum yield of 170.7 bu/acre. Production
dropped by 1.083 billion with lower acres. Demand was lower for feed at 5.425 bil. (still
too high) and exports were dropped to 1.875 bil. on idea that Brazil larger safrinha crop
and other export competition. Ethanol and other industrial use was 7.0 bil. on strong
ethanol production expectations. Still this is 185 mbu drop from 2016/17. World S/D
for 2016/17 saw 12 MMT higher production (Argentina up 1.5 MMT & Brazil up 2.5
MMT), but thru the magic of export/import math carryout was only 1 MMT higher.
World 2017/18 stocks are projected to drop 28.6 MMT with China accounting for 20
MMT of the decline. Many in trade feel USDA isn’t accurate on this estimate.
Beans– Carryout for 2016/17 saw drop of 10 mbu to 435 mbu on crush down 15 mbu
(reality sets in) and exports being raised 25 mbu (hope we don’t get many sales
switched to South America?). The 2017/18 carryout expected to grow to 480 mbu.
USDA again used March acres & Feb forum yields. Production was 52 mbu lower
higher acres, but lower yield. Demand changes were crush being raised to 1.95 bil. on
hopes of larger biodiesel program (may be hard to do?) and exports at 2.15 bil. (may
be aggressive with larger crops in South America?). World production for 2016/17
were estimated up 2 MMT on increase of 1 MMT in Argentina and .6 MMT in Brazil.
Carryout will increase 2.7 MMT on a decline in world crush to 90.14 MMT. World
production for 2017/18 estimated to drop 3.4 MMT from this year. Carryout projected
to drop 1.2 MMT to 88.8 MMT.

Temperature & Precipitation Outlook for LH May
The weekend saw some showers across the Delta, but most of the cornbelt saw dry weather which lead to favorable
conditions for corn and soybean planting. The heart of the cornbelt should see 4-5 days of of significant planting
progress. Showers will begin to spread into the northern Plains and northern Midwest early this week and will reach
the west central Midwest by mid-week. The showers will enter the eastern Midwest by late this week. Temperatures
were normal this weekend, but warmer weather is expected this week. The warmer weather will accelerate drying of
soils across the Midwest, which will favor planting, and increase soil temperatures, which will assist corn and bean
emergence. Above normal rainfall is expected across most of the cornbelt late this week into next week and will slow
any remaining corn and bean planting.

May
21-25
Rainfall

May
26-30
Rainfall

Cash Price Comparison

Average
Temperature
Departure
LH May

Corn
May 2016

Last Month

Current

$ 3.49

$ 3.28

$ 3.23

Beans
May 2016

Last Month

Current

$ 9.78

$ 8.72

$ 8.84

